lzm Patent (liaison) Office
10 Ava Road, Ava Tower #19-07 Singapore 329949
Blk C-4, 13/F., Wing Hing Ind. Bldg., Hing Yip St.,Kwun Tong, Kln, H.K.
Tel : 3618-7808 9175-1482 65720195 (86) 755 2535-3546 Fax 3111-4197 3007-8352
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Respectable
Honorary Consul of Portugal consulate in HK
Dr. Ambrose So Shu-fai

3 Connaught Road West Sheung Wan HK
Yardley Commercial Building
Tel: 2587 7182 Fax: 2587 7331
info@hkportugalcon.org, macau@mne.pt

Dear Sir:
I, Lin Zhen-man, HKID 188015(3) or SGID 2665604D.
Three years ago, from www.ycec.com/911/170127-pt.pdf can to see about the "eGate" things to your interior
minister a letter after not reply so again another letter was sent to you, but this letter has enough witnesses,
besides "wash lung", there is another invention that allows everyone to be healthy and longevity to surmount
120 years old of life expectancy and need not by WHO for approval of the "saturated brine" home hygiene, I
also to priority requests you must to tell your government to base on the humanity terms must introduce to all
Portuguese, but same no see a reply it obvious amazing to be puzzled?
But from www.ycec.com/SG/180824-UC.pdf that everyone must use my four big inventions also simultaneously
widely transmitted by email to your each University discussion after, but "lung wash" and "freezing" two treatments
are still not seen to have open applications so how to save more Portuguese lives? As this can’t decline
heavenly duty it will by which politician to burden that already to worthy of attention!
Despite whether still have CP China core organizations to take action in the dark is temporary unknown？
Or as shown in www.ycec.com/SG/180810-UB.pdf also widely sent email to spread Portugal every university
after necessarily have official asked to LOCPG Office master Mr. Zheng Xiaosong of Macao why hide? So the
Zheng Xiaosong same anger and non-meeting Xi Jinping to ask clearly can’t, but then Xi Jinping to
ribbon-cutting ceremony for HK-Zhuhai-Macao Bridge of before three days on Oct., 20, 2018, then by invited to
discuss on the roof to prevent from but no avail after of the Zheng Xiaosong at once push downstairs massacred, and
still can to called out Macao police to "confirmed" suicide is no doubt that case in www.ycec.com/HK/CarrieLam-hk.htm
that my a letter to LOCPG Office master Mr. Wang Zhimin of HK to inform the truth after same to angry also
must at once to be removed from office, so behind this very bad shadows under your government yes or not also
must kneel by Portuguese lives at the expense of non to help conceal can’t?
That’s because if the "lung wash" and "freezing" two medical once to open use, but is regarded as the
“national treasure” of CPC core by "vaccine" of "viral infection" can to raise antibodies that false coaxing that
only a fooling tool in this century can no longer be used, and proceed to butcher exceed 40 million patients
already to exposed after but still not to stop, so now the Wuhan pneumonia fraud also comes from this!
And today, the Wuhan pneumonia so-called plague or the WHO recognized COVID-19 not beyond the
scope of also is the "corona virus" disease, and the one as SARS of 2003 or MERS of 2015year even by germs
into the lung to breeding come to brought but still have some difference of the "corona virus" only!
But why is the Wuhan pneumonia still spreading around the world and to scream no medication to cure
of "new corona virus", so must non-isolation and shut-city to inalienable to fool the public? So in this way
that crazy international medical scam yes or not it will to harm your country just the subject of my this letter,
please read:
First of all, why start before month can to “go crazy” at HK than the Wuhan place doubled?
It is because of this subject was considered a joke when www.ycec.com/HK/200115.pdf that I had a letter
Legislative Council of HK. So if only by HK with Wuhan to fraud it would be difficult to carry out, if not sent
person to other countries again self cold fever then again to said come from Wuhan as on Feb., 15, 2020 that date
still must have France Gov., to tie in that only can to create 56case of "confirmed diagnosis" on this resulting
come out!
But India by airlift to withdrew nearly 700people from Wuhan, no one was infected! In addition, why
“Carnival Corporation & plc” owned "Diamond Princess" in Japan those "confirmed diagnosis" case still can
to surge?
Because only by "Carnival" its Chinese name visible still a fraud toy in pocket of CP China to stop
at Naha on Feb., 01, 2020, and turn to pull in Yokohama on Feb., 04, 2020 but to forbid passenger to land and the
Japan Gov., have not the routines at aboard to quarantine, and the Naha not a plague zone, why the ship-owner to
inform Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare Gov., already have 10case of "confirmed diagnosis" to asked
coerce " Do you want to go ashore "?
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So the Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare Gov., at once trapped cannot but let those ten fever people sent to
medical an organ and requests other passenger must to separate in ships, and after must have by the ship-owner to
sent in dark controlled the air conditioner system to injected into the "sickness germs" to starting cold fever
that counterfeiters have been worth exploring?
But how to "confirmed diagnosis" only is the key? It can be seen from the TV that only by the mouth to
scrape out the fluid and again to test have not the "viruses"? If it have then to "confirmed diagnosis" for a
positive, or else for negative, so after again sent out in hinterland the Zhong Nanshan, or Yuan Guoyong, SC Hui
of HK those so-called medical experts to come forward misrepresentation "virus" has 14days incubation period to
deceive the public that brand new medical scam again played!
Just because everyone not too lives in where germs can fly away of atmospheric layer, if the germs
don't enter the lungs and only at the mouth to die, there must had some different viruses remain early
already a normality and do not hurt health! And the "virus" not an organism that medical scam already to
crack by me the invention, as follows:
Also because of PCT/SG03/00145 that "background" of medicine invention to publish by PCT can to see：
『The English version was also forwarded to “WHO-Padey”, “WHO-Liden” by Mey-Verme, Mrs Cnia (WDC)
and the leaders who were holding the Geneva meeting on 20 May 2003.』that have to your country's health a
leading cadre presence: No eggs don't know to save to be aimed at no medicine of SARS crisis that just is
cracked by me the invention? Namely the virus by the germs into the lungs breed from, so if only washed lung
to exterminate germs can break viral origin immediately can to leave hospital？Your country health directorate
will not to play the fool don't understand, that is, regardless of any "new corona virus" do not at once " wash
lung" just can exterminate germ interrupt source of the virus can be discharged?
But WHO actually can help hide and lead the patient must be slaughtered and indispensable your
people should also pursue its legal responsibility, yes or not?
The more critical is the "vaccine" in spite of to "invention" start in Britain on 1898year, but at
www.ycec.com/HK/patent.htm can be seen that already become a "national treasure" of CP China Gov., to abuse to
fool Chinese and HK people, now to make fraud of Wuhan pneumonia that aims to publicize the wash-lung
treatment to shown at PCT does not exist!
But it is useless. At once, on Jan., 28, 2020, I gave HKU president a letter from www.ycec.com/HK/200128e.pdf
or bilingual turn to .htm can be clear, other an invention same anyone must to use and will millennium abiding of
“Lung-Airstreams Epidemic Prevention Law" only if to use, any flu or today so-called Wuhan pneumonia must
to isolate, wear masks & washing hands those low IQ of prevention methods with WHO can immediately get
away!
The simple “Lung-Airstreams Epidemic Prevention Law” should not for my five big inventions and still
must to popularize for worldwide by me was very ridiculous, as follows:
First.

If a febrile patient of head cold, who only must by left finger to closing his left nostril after
violently to inhaling to arrive at the bottom of right lung to inform the sensorium and again to
vigorously to exhaust out of the right nostril, and afterwards change by right finger to closing the
right nostril as left finger to motion three time each that just to bring down a fever!
Second. If the inhale & exhaust that dynamics not enough as the aged or child, it is necessary to help by
others to pat the left and right lungs let lung gas hole temporary can to expand that just favorable to
run out the germs, if as the female or child it only need to pat the back；
Third.

If as for children who still don’t know how to inhale and exhaust only can crawl all over that child,
their parents or babysitters should always to hug by hand again by other hand to pat the back again
light jump to tease, if the child still can to laugh more it inevitable effectively yet!
Fourth. However those who do not have a fever, especially in the spring and summer when the rain,
temperature and humidity are infrequent or in the flu season, those who enter or leave the home
include students or a large number of people such as assembly, only need to inhale and exhale by both
noses two times also can easily to throw away the top of the lungs for a short while enter those
germs, and especially as the staff of the hospital is just need at 2-3 hours of once and into the habit, then
the conventional by germs virus to infect will no edge to discard the discard the epidemic mask!

Just because germs enter the lungs only have virus infection as at www.ycec.com/HK/160519e.pdf a small
experiment can to witness "viruses" not organisms can to breed in the body, so by this base to boast the "virus
vaccines" can increase" antibodies" of past medical scams went bankrupt!
Your consulates all civil servants are visible fact is, from the www.ycec.com/HK/191004.pdf by me to report a
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case to police that must to arrest those six medical profession murderer go to court on Oct., 04, 2019, because their
long-term conceal I saved SARS crisis of 2003year that "wash-lung" and "freezing" two treatment only can to
steal use for their friendly not open use for citizen, so up to now to butcher death toll of citizen already to exceed
300,000 person and can not to deny, but soon to be law enforcement of Commissioner of Police Lu Weicong at
once to dismissed, so today’s HK to rule by law base already nothing to it!
But also from the recent wireless TV visible, as long as there is a common cold fever at Hong Mei House or
the mall of Maritime Square to appear, so above six medical profession killers then immediately came to assume
who already to “confirmed diagnosis” for a "new virus" infected after the whole building residents must
to isolate that lie absurd means just ignore above that a section of the small experiment just can for the “virus
to roar: " ...you HKU that Yuan
infection” or to give HKU president letter in the last page of the square
Guoyong, Gabriel Leung etc public health professor has no ability objections in writing? " !
That can’t deny no "virus" only have "germs" infection, and in the atmosphere those germs species by
thousands no one not to knows, that is any new species of germs caused have the "new virus" so much, but this
group of murderers still can to control all medium platforms of HK to "virus infection" every day to trick the
public no stop the mouth, and to killing people no stop the hand that overall crisis of HK is here!
That is, if have the rule by law with human rights the notion in hand those consuls of various countries in HK
have reached the bottom of human nature that can no longer be silent!
Another as then Lin Cheng CE was reading my letter as shown above to HKU president that simple “LungAirstreams Epidemic Prevention Law” undoubtedly after at once to order all office holders cannot to wear mask on
Feb., 04, 2020, but at once to threaten will to dismiss only to correct at www.ycec.com/HK/CarrieLam-hk.htm more
clear, and after to hearing order must to seal off only to keep the Shenzhen Bay port by quarantine order on Feb.,
08, 2020, and only an intention is if I was returning from Shenzhen go back HK that just can to force quarantine
after murder, so today that resulting chaos hence come to…；
For more details, please visit www.ycec.com/HK/200213.pdf or transfer to 200213-hk.htm bilingual version, that
is I just sent a fax letter to President Trump, Trump also reported Wuhan pneumonia is fraud on the Feb., 14,
2020 to correction: never know the true and false!
Now just from Phoenix TV seen in there have a reporter to heckle an epidemic prevention of China official to
point out, if the fever to "diagnose" after to isolate who must to charge ¥200.- and profess Gov., only to
allowance ¥50.-, not is contrarily to open extort isolate person every day ¥150.- for closed-city those prevention
official left behind a goldmine already lead them still more to be befuddled by a craving for wealth?!
Therefore, that already insane to visit any home to check their body temperature, if as a slight cold fever
who must to “confirmed diagnosis” for a "new virus" and order separate to aims for rob money! And if not
fever who also can by their mouth to scrape liquid that have not yet to swallow into stomach (life normality) that
necessarily have some virus can to test also at once to “confirmed diagnosis” as a dubious infector non-isolated
can’t and as this cowardly means only for rob public wealth actually can to unimpeded throughout the country, so
the fake of Wuhan pneumonia to lead today to closure Beijing that origin at here!
And as above to the Trump letter no one can deny the fact that one, it from www.ycec.com/CN/temblor.htm can
to see, by exaggerate the temblor-calamity of Si_Chuan by CP_China in worldwide to fraud total nearly the 800
hundred million of HKD, which is accordingly to cheat countries your money again to bribe your patent department
can not to grant the patent of PCT/SG03/00145 for me at www.ycec.net visible can't deny the fact of evil shady-odd
means to repeat today fraud of Wuhan pneumonia scam and to vain hope countries to donate anti-epidemic
materials with money is coming again!
Therefore, Excellency all the more you ought to report and pass on your various government departments and
academia see whether to today’s the "without a crown dynasty" of CP China than "Qing dynasty" still more
frightening and the real faces of individual groups? !
Because above the “Lung-Airstreams Epidemic Prevention Law” was very simple to include a child of three age
to once teach will be good at and fundamentality need not WHO to test and verify only can to publicize!
Therefore, please immediately inform your country leaders and each health department, as long as the
“Lung-Airstreams Epidemic Prevention Law” can open make to know for all Portuguese, they will never have a
cold and fever in their lifetime, and by fever to trigger any other lesions also close to zero!
And including before in my www.ycec.sg/HK/161007e.pdf or .com visible "saturated brine" the home
hygiene simultaneous application, all Portuguese life expectancy will to 130years old is also easy, hospitals and
clinic also It will be greatly reduced!
Any plague and "virus vaccine" that medical scams including WHO this trash will go to hell forever, so
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the God is also waiting for your country to be the first to openly apply that just for today the world chaos of
"yellow calamity" disaster it immediately return to normal that only can write in history to make Portuguese
fame immortal forever!
And today, under the so-called “One country Two systems” that chaos crisis of HK also have a turning
point, so I would like to requests have never to hesitate to do what is right of consul general you already can to
order your staff no longer to wear mask with diligent wash hands again to be fooled, and still must to tell other
countries leader don't as the HK with China Gov., to separate public be stupid, still more humanity lose and again to sit
on top of the mountain to watch the tigers fight, the very bad disaster of Chinese nation only can to lift!
Just because my time is very limited and is temporarily unable to return to HK, but your consulate staff have
excellent mastery of the Chinese and English language. If need, please let them to translate and download above
related auxiliary parts, or have any questions can be sent to ycec_lzm@yahoo.com.hk or fax to 852-3007-8352 to
me!
This letter only three pages, available later at www.ycec.com/911/200226-pt-e.pdf turn to .net or .sg can be
downloaded to read more!
Thank you!
Respectfully yours
PCT/SG03/00145 &
03750011_3/EPO inventor

The Chinese at：
www.ycec.com/911/200226-pt.pdf

Zhen-man Lin
February 26, 2020
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